Area

Act Responsibly

Behave Safely

Communicate
Respectfully

Overall

Hear the bell - line up
immediately, putting
items away
Return equipment after
each recess.
Stay within Playground
Boundaries.
Play away from rock wall
(not for jumping off of or
climbing).
Play appropriately in
each designated area.
Use equipment
appropriately.
Leave nature in nature

Stay within Playground
Boundaries
Play away from rock wall.
(not for jumping off of or
climbing)
Play appropriately in
each designated area.
Clothing appropriate for
the weather and activity.
Walk in wood chips and
black top.
Tag and running games
are on field only.
Hands and feet to self.
Use equipment
appropriately.

Be a good sport.
Use kind words.
Use equipment
appropriately.
Take turns.

Swings
(reference all swings)

Walking a safe distance
away from the swing.

Sitting on your bottom.

Wait your turn.

Leaving the mats where
they are.
Be courteous to others
who want to use the
swings.
Spinner

Climbing Structures

Be courteous to others
who want to use the
spinner.

Coming to a stop before
getting off the swing.
The swing is designed
for one person sitting on
it.
2 people at a time.

Wait your turn.

Coming to a stop before
getting off the spinner.

Limit your turn so others
can have an opportunity
to use the spinner.

Walking a safe distance
away from the spinner.

Sitting or standing.

Climb to the top and then
come back down.

Keep body below highest
point.

Keep body below highest
point.

Be aware of who is
around you when you
come down.

Take turns.
Communicate with peers
as you go up and down.

Only climb up if you can
climb back down.
Slide

On your bottom.

Up the stairs, down the
slide.

Take turns.

Up the stairs, down the
slide.

Quickly exit after sliding.

One at a time.
Field
(Kickball, tag, football,
soccer)

Review Boundaries
(Fence on driveway,
walkway near shed and
tree line).
Stick with the rules.
Be understanding of all
skill levels.

Rock Wall - stay away
from.
Picnic tables are for
sitting at and visiting with
your friends.
Review Boundaries
(Fence on driveway,
walkway near shed and
tree line).

Review Boundaries
(Fence on driveway,
walkway near shed and
tree line).
Choose teams quickly.
Solve disputes with rock,
paper, scissors.

Safe bodies.
Blacktop

Get everything you need
before going outside. If
(four square, basketball,
you are the last one to
wall ball, jump rope, skip it) use it put it away.

Be aware of others using
equipment.
Safe Bodies.

Return equipment after
each recess.

Stick to wall ball section
(to be determined by
Pat).

Be aware of others using
equipment.

Provide enough distance
between each activity.

Choose teams quickly.
Solve disputes with rock,
paper, scissors.
Take turns.

Use equipment
appropriately.
Be understanding of all
skill levels.
Line Up
(adults open door a little
ahead of time for
equipment to be put away)

When bell rings line up
immediately.

Put all equipment away
and then go line up.

Make sure you have your
belongings.

Safe bodies.

Quiet in line.
Safe bodies.
Remember SSS when
entering building.
Remove hats once in the
building.

